Customer Case Study

PROFESSIONAL PARTS, INC.
Multi-Location Warehouse Dominates Pittsburgh
with WHI Store Management
“I think WHI’s Nexpart® Distribution Management system has helped tremendously from
the Point of Sale side to make us better counter people.” Rich Johnston, President
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“In the first month of business we only sold $40,000
in the three locations combined. But, we had a plan to
be high quality specialist
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“Within half a day I can have a new person that doesn’t know much about this business working the counter and using NDM effectively.” Rich Johnston
suppliers in very select
product lines. Our four
premier lines include electrical, radiators – heating cooling, complete brake
systems - gas tanks and
fuel pumps. We brought in
the right lines, got into
depth on product, and our
business grew rapidly. We
joined the AIM-CMB buying
group for better group
pricing and rebates. Now, I
can find out from other
members about new vendors,
the quality of new lines and
what works for businesses like
ours. Our specialist strategy is
working because at our oneyear anniversary we are selling
over $200,000 per month consistently and continue to grow.
There are plans to add locations next year to serve new
areas.”

Reaching New Heights:
“It is important to me that
every one of my counter staff
is professional on the phone.
Nexpart Distribution Management system gives us easy access to cataloging, current information, great inventory control and makes everyone on
the phone sound like professionals because everything
they need is instantly on
screen. I think the Nexpart
Distribution Management system has helped tremendously
from the Point of Sale side to
make us better counter people.”
“The Nexpart Distribution Management system made a significant improvement in inventory accuracy and reports.
With Nexpart Distribution Management my inventory is better than 99% accurate. That’s
over 19% more accurate than
my old system. On our critical
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automated, quick and easy.
Our goal is to maximize our
inventory turn.”
“Of all the products that
are available, the WHI
products are truly cutting
edge. I recommend
Nexpart Distribution Management without a
doubt.”
Rich Johnston

“The Nexpart Distribution Management system ranking reports are great. We can get a
ranking report on any product
line or part we carry, any time
we want. It was like pulling
teeth to get any kind of ranking report out of either the DST
or the Datatron systems.”

“I think the WHI support staff
are super. I’ve got an assigned rep. that is completely
familiar with our account. I
can email or call in a question, even on the weekend
and get the answer from
them very, very quickly.”

In Retrospect:
“These days, having a giant
computer room in your office
and spending hundreds of
thousands on equipment is
crazy. I don’t understand the
logic of why anyone wants to
invest in a giant computer. Today, anyone can get just about
anything they want on the
Internet with a $400 PC. So,
why do I need a $60,000 to
$70,000 dedicated computer
server that requires special
maintenance contracts and
special room to house it?
Those days are gone. That was
a primary reason that I chose
the WHI products, because
they use the Internet and run
the servers in their dedicated
data center. Secondarily, I was
able to purchase all new PC
equipment, networks and
printers in my entire multilocation chain for far less than
what it would have cost to get
the server for a single location
green-screen system. Now we
have color Windows computers
that are easy to train people
on and use. Of all the products
that are available, the WHI
products are truly cutting
edge. I recommend the Nexpart Distribution Management
system and integrated eCommerce without a doubt.”
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